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What is BLM

It is an international activist movement, originating in the 
African-American community, that campaigns against 
violence and systemic racism toward black people, POC, 

and marginalized groups

( Muslims , Jews, LGBTQ, 

The Handicap, Women, 

Immigrants)

 



Black Lives Matter Struggle Should NEVER be Ignored. 



The Struggle for Freedom has surpassed  over a long period of 400 years. Black Lives Matter 
acts as a unity call to unite others all over the world to acknowledge and be knowledgeable about 
these issues Black people are suffering with that have not been resolved and are recurring. 



Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi 

Black Lives 
Matter started 
With 3 Queer 
Women, after
Witnessing the
Brutal death 
of the young
Teenager
 Mike Brown
In Ferguson
As well as the 
Deaths of Black
Children, Black
men and Black
Women that
Followed. 



What is Racial inequality 
A result of historic oppression, inequality of inheritance, or overall prejudice, 
against People of color or minority groups ( Jews, Blacks, Muslims, Indian, Asian, 
Hispanic).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racism


The injustices that Black people 
face is all over the media, through 
statistics, through literature, 
through history. Yet, some people 
keep saying “BUT”, when 
innocent Blacks are constantly 
being victimized,discriminated 
against, and murdered. 







These are the names of all 
the Black people who were 
Targeted and killed by
 racist police. Over 850 
names and still counting. 
This goes to show how 
Systematically in America it
Is built on racial inequality. 
These deaths of People of 
Color is not looked as an 
Important issue that 
needs to be stopped. 



Black Communities demand
Justice for our children. Black 
people are human too. Hunting us
Down to our deaths should 
NOT be the norm  globally and neither
Be the norm of  American Culture.



What is Racial Profiling?

It is the use of race or ethnicity ( People of Color ) as grounds for suspecting/ 
accusing someone of having committed an offense. Racial Profiling is a hate crime.



Hate Crimes towards people of African descent 
is even being covered on the tv shows: The Talk 
and Queen Of Sugar. It is even being covered by 
13th, the documentary,  movies like Hidden 
Figures, Birth of a Nation, 12 years a Slave.  
They suggest what should happen about racial 
profiling. It is terrible to undergo brutality by 
just being a Black person in the world. 







The problem with Racial Profiling( aka. Stop and 
Frisk or the Hunting of Blacks in the Community)?  

1) It is unconstitutional 
2) Violates 2 amendments

a) 4th amendment which protects people from unreasonable searches and seizures
b) 14th amendment protects people from discrimination



More Explanation of Stop and Frisk 
http://fightagainstgenocide.tumblr.com/post/148909186938/ghettablasta-theres-no-way-to-be-good-in-the

http://fightagainstgenocide.tumblr.com/post/154428417603/chris-moore-this-white-cop-just-tried-to-take-my 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDEdwSYuwww
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Explanation 
about Stop 
and frisk 
from a Black 
Police Officer.
Black officers’
opinions are
important to
The Black 
Lives Matter
Movement. 
Some of them 
understand 
the two roles
of being 
Black and 
then a cop. 



Black Lives Matter is a rising global human rights 
organization. Often times the media and society 
would hijack the cause and the meaning of what 
Black Lives Matter stands for. The Black Lives 
Matter Movement extends out to the rest of the 
World for anyone to join. Anyone who wants to 
support the cause of equality and freedom are 
welcome. Let’s unhide the issues that Blacks, people 
of color, marginalized groups are not being treated 
equally and the race war we face to be considered 
Americans.







The activism of the Black Lives Matter Movement is not primarily 
protesting. There is activism in poetry, music, art, research, going to 
and being apart of  meetings and panels about Black Lives Matter. 
There are people who create blogs, facebook pages, online 
newspapers, documentaries and hashtags about Black Lives Matter, 
Buy Black/ Noir, Kwanzaa Matter to spread the word that for years until 
now, Black Lives have not matter and we constantly have to prove that 
We are Humans too! We are American too!
For more information visit :
http://urbanitellectuals.com/, http://atlantablackstar.com/,
https://blackthen.com/
http://blacklivesmatter.com/
http://www.amnestyusa.org/
https://twitter.com/zellieimani
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https://twitter.com/zellieimani?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor


 Montclair State Black Lives matter- Beyond the Hashtag 
http://fightagainstgenocide.tumblr.com/post/153507536499/montcl
air-state-university-black-lives-matter

 Black Lives Matter Community Forum (0:00-0:44); (11:18-12:20)
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPsxvOFhrumJjp2eQNKgE
RAwdIWFichHsF4YMAK0NNUU0vKDFjIUOepwNAb_ZOd-g/photo
/AF1QipM90XjU2mxrCoOxKkSn_LdWMlKmAGtEck4J2Mgv?key=
amdxSGZPY3B4WHJQZTZVY0IzVDdZeEdhdnZfNkJB
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eod_ii_Dbes

